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Groz-Beckert offers customized
solutions for technical textiles
and special applications

Special applications require special solutions. Groz-Beckert offers the best alternatives for
DVTUPNFSTQFDJƀDQSPEVDUTJOFWFSZBQQMJDBUJPO
Jacquard healds

TWINtec healds
(Ceramic version)

TWINtec healds
(Steel version)

RONDOFIL twin wire healds

Application:
Jacquard weaving

Application:
'PSBCSBTJWFZBSOT CBOEBOEUBQFXFBWJOH
5ISFBEFZFXJEUIGSPNBQQSPYrNN

Application:
Band and tape weaving with thread
FZFXJEUIVQUPNN

Application:
Diverse technical applications

Yarn segment:
'PSƀOFBOENFEJVNZBSODPVOUT

Yarn segment:
#BOET ƀCFSCVOEMFT ƀCFSUBQFFHPG
PP, PES, carbon, glass, aramid

Yarn segment:
5BQFT ƀCFSCVOEMFT ƀCFSUBQFFH
of PP, PES, carbon, glass and aramid

Yarn segment:
$PBSTFZBSOTFHBCPWFUFY

Advantages:
] Mono wire for high densities
] (FOUMFUPXBSQZBSOT
] Rustproof design
] Special designs available

Advantages:
] 1BSUJDVMBSMZTVJUBCMFGPSBCSBTJWFZBSOT
] 3FEVDUJPOJOQPUFOUJBMƀCFSEBNBHF
] No edge folding of tapes/bands
] )JHIEFOTJUZ

Advantages:
] (FOUMFUPXBSQZBSOTJOUIFBSFB
PGUISFBEFZF
] Band guidance over the entire
heald width
] )JHIEFOTJUZ
] 3FEVDUJPOJOQPUFOUJBMƀCFSEBNBHF
] No edge folding of tapes/bands

Advantages:
] (FOUMFUPXBSQZBSOT
] Rust resistant wire
] No potential defects from a
soldering process
] New material combinations possible

Healds for narrow fabric weaving
machines

Healds for metal, glass,
ƜNVGTCPFGZVTCJGCX[HCDTKEU

Weaving accessories for
manufacture of leno fabrics

Application:
Band weaving

Application:
Filter and mesh fabrics

Application:
Technical fabrics, carpet backing fabrics
ESBQFSJFT HFPUFYUJMFT BHSPUFYUJMFT

Yarn segment:
Yarns e.g. made of PP, PES and PA

Yarn segment:
.FUBM HMBTT ƀMUFS BOEFYUSBIFBWZGBCSJDT

Yarn segment:
-FOPGBCSJDT HFOFSBMMZBQQMJDBCMFGPSBMM
ZBSOTUZQFT CBOET ƀMBNFOUT DPUUPO FUD

Advantages:

Advantages:

] &YUSFNFMZTNPPUIFEHFTBOEZBSODPOUBDU

] )FBMECBTFEMFOPTZTUFN

surfaces
] Special designs possible

surfaces
] 4QFDJBMUISFBEFZFƀOJTI
] %FTJHOTBWBJMBCMFSBOHJOHGSPNNN
UPNN

] 'MFYJCMJUZJOQBUUFSOJOH
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Advantages:
] &YUSFNFMZTNPPUIFEHFTBOEZBSODPOUBDU
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